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Abstract. In this paper we describe the design process of a multi-bot conver-
sational system to assist people to make more informed decisions about finance.
Several user activities were held to understand the experience of investment
decisions, the opportunities to design financial cognitive advisers, and the user
perceptions of such systems. Valuable information was gathered from four user
studies which assisted the project team to decide what would be the best
approach to help people to make more informed decisions about investments
using technology. The user studies findings highlighted that financial decisions
are made based on information people receive from friends, news, and social
networks, which led us to explore intelligent systems that would gather such
information and play the role of financial advisers in a multiparty conversational
system. We discuss the main design implications of our studies in the context
of a prototype called CognIA and conclude discussing several challenges of
designing conversational systems.

Keywords: Conversational interfaces � Dialogue systems � Multiparty
dialogue � User experience

1 Introduction

Our main research focus is the often-blurred connections between human and machines
which result in better decision-making. Every day people make decisions based on
information they receive from social networks, news, and friends. Nowadays intelligent
machines are starting to take the space of advisers informing or (not) informing us to
make better or worse decisions. Intelligent advisers are known by various names such
as virtual personal assistants, intelligent assistants, or cognitive advisers. They are
present in several areas, such as health, well-being, finance, commerce, and education
to mention some. In certain contexts, such as finance, the challenge to design for those
systems is even bigger since private information is shared by humans with machines
and trust is essential in those contexts.

Many technological advances in the early 2010s in natural language processing
(spearheaded by the IBM Watson’s victory in Jeopardy) spurred the availability in the
early 2010s of text-based chatbots in websites and apps (notably in China [1]) and
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spoken speech interfaces such as Siri and Cortana. However, the absolute majority of
those chatbot deployments were in contexts of dyadic dialog, that is, a conversation
between a single conversational agent with a single user.

Human-computer interaction, in practice, has also been mostly about dyadic
interaction since the dawn of computer systems in 1950s. The two dominant interaction
paradigms, command-line and point-and-click, are both not well suited for multi-user
interaction (one application with more than one user engaged in the same activity) or
multi-app interaction (one user interacting seamlessly with more than one application),
and even more for generic multiparty applications (many users and many bots
simultaneously). Notably exceptions are surface interaction and multi-user games but
the mainstream of human interaction with computers remains one-to-one.

In this sense, conversational interfaces powered by chatbots are an important
breakthrough from the past of computer interaction because they naturally enable
multiparty applications. By exploiting the many social protocols human had developed
for multi-person conversations since the advent of language, conversation-based
interfaces may finally break from the dyadic paradigm in computer interaction.

In this paper, we consider a scenario of wealth management where advice is pro-
vided by multiple chatbots. We highlight our design process and several design
activities undertaken with potential users with limited financial knowledge to under-
stand their rational when making investment decisions. The information gathered from
user studies assisted us to define and refine the concept and graphical user interface of a
financial adviser. We then explore opportunities to use this knowledge in the context of
a multiparty dialogue system called CognIA (Cognitive Investment Adviser) which is a
chat system aiming to help users with low knowledge of finances to take more informed
decisions about their investments.

2 The Design Process and the Role of User Studies

The specific methods and tools used in this research were detailed and organized
according to the main stages of theDesign Researchmethodology [2, 3]. An overview of
the design process is depicted in Fig. 1. As we see, the beginning of the design process
was guided by user experience studies supported by theories, competitors’ analysis of
financial advisers, and technology availability and its constraints.We explain in detail the
different methodologies, processes, and findings in the remainder of the paper.

Notice that at the beginning of the process there were no pre-selected form for the
finance advising system: the decision to use a conversational system was a result of the
overall design process. Although many aspects and activities were performed, the key
components of the design process were four user studies we conducted to explore the
needs of our users and, later, the nuances of human-machine interaction which
informed the design of our conversational system CognIA. The aim of the user studies
was threefold: understanding the everyday practices which prevent people to make
better investment decisions; exploring how a system could be to help people to make
more conscious investment decisions; and designing the basic information for the
future system to work (the language/knowledge corpus used in the conversational
system).
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CognIA is targeted to investors who have limited knowledge of finance (and often
not willingly to spend time learning it) but nevertheless would like to make good
investments. We focused on people younger than 40 years old, well-educated, and with
medium-high income. As reported by previous research [4] most Brazilians in this
segment (about 70%) save money in basic, low-yield savings accounts, instead of
investing in other financial products available.

Some of those products have returns much better than savings accounts, low risk,
and reasonable liquidity, so many investors fail to make money simply due to lack of
information. We recruited participants with those characteristics for our qualitative user
studies, marked in Fig. 1 as “With users”. The first user study aimed to understand
financial practices, motivation stoppers to invest, and interaction channels to make
investments (circle “1” in Fig. 1). The second user study focused on testing user
preference concepts (circle “2” in Fig. 1). Users evaluated three service concepts
envisioned by the project team. A concept based on an intelligent financial adviser was
chosen by the design team based on the results of the second study. But further
explorations were needed to design an intelligent financial adviser which led to the
third user study (circle “3” in Fig. 1). Questions such as: How people would add data
into the system? How people would interact with the system and receive feedback?
Which kind of interaction modes are more suitable for our target audience?

Fig. 1. Design process of CognIA
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Results of those preliminary activities guided the designers of the project team to
design a graphical user interface for CognIA, envisioned as a multiparty dialogue
system. An animated video demo which demonstrated how the application would work
was created to guide our multi-disciplinary team to develop the UI. The video was a
reference for discussions on interaction flow and visual design decisions in the team
meetings. In parallel to system development, designers evaluated the first impressions
of the system by potential users (circle “4” in Fig. 1). A video-card perception tech-
nique was employed to gather first impressions from users. This technique is a mix of
using our video demo as scenario and the reaction card method.

In the next sessions, we explain with more details of our design research stages and
how design activities were conducted and assisted us on project decisions and direc-
tions. But before going into the details of the design process, it is important to
understand that our design challenges are bedded in the general context of how people
make economical and finance decisions, an area often known by the term Behavior
Economics.

3 Behavior Economics and Finance

For this project, we were informed by social science theories which could help us
understand financial behavior and investment decision-making. In particular the work
of [5] known as Prospect Theory was extremely helpful to us. Prospect Theory is based
on four key elements: reference dependence, loss aversion, diminishing sensitivity, and
probability weighting. Briefly, reference dependence is based on observations that
people derive utility (value) from gains or losses relative to a specific reference point.
Thus, individuals assess the outcome of a financial decision relative to a current value
(e.g., current value of an investment). Loss aversion describes the asymmetry in sen-
sitivity which people experience between loses and gains. Individuals are significantly
more sensitive to a loss of a specific amount than to a gain of the same amount.
Diminishing sensitivity and probability weighting describe how people behave unrea-
sonably at the extremes of the value distribution.

There have been several attempts to exploit some of these principles in financial
systems and interfaces. For example, [6] attempted, with mixed results, to overcome
loss aversion by presenting more explicitly and detailed risk assessments and expected
returns for financial investment decisions. [7] explored the influence of both few
financial thought leaders and aggregated crowd choices on the investment decisions of
older adults. They found that individuals who took aggregated crowd choices into
account were able to make less risky investment decisions. [8] created an investment
interface that highlighted potential losses (and gains) and motivated changes to
investment allocations to minimize future losses. They effectively demonstrated that by
appealing to loss aversion tendencies they could motivate investment changes.

For our purposes, we considered how to reasonably frame the investment decision
and outcome so the user would have a frame of reference for the expected (or actual)
gain or loss. We also considered design alternatives for presenting investment losses
and gains to remedy the decision bias associated with loss aversion.
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4 First User Study: Understanding Financial Decisions

Having explored the general decision framework of behavior economics, we start the
description of our design process by describing the first user study which aimed to
understand people’s perceptions and their attitudes towards investment decisions and
how they manifest themselves in practice. Additionally, the outcomes of this study
oriented team discussions by considering real issues and situations reported by par-
ticipants. The study consisted of a set of semi-structured interviews which were carried
out to understand everyday practices, motivation stoppers, and interaction channels to
make investments.

Participants. Twelve participants aged from 29 to 43 years old were interviewed. All
the participants were Brazilians. Five were men and seven were women, and four
participants had children. All the participants had a university degree and premium
bank accounts in Brazil (clients with medium, high income).

Method. Twelve semi-structured interviews were conducted in May of 2015 taking
approximately 20–30 min each. Participants were initially recruited by a snowball
sample. A consent form was filled out by participants before the study started. The
semi-structured interviews covered open-ended questions about the participants’ past
investments decisions, factors they consider when making investment choices, and
sources they consult before investing. The interview also included a practical question
about investments: “If you had R$ 20.000,00 to invest, which type of investment you
would do and why?” All the sessions were audio-recorded and researchers took notes
during the interviews.

Data Analysis. An exploratory and qualitative approach was undertaken to conduct the
data analysis. The data was analyzed having three research questions as guidance:
(1) What are the most common investments of participants? (2) What are their chal-
lenges when deciding where to invest? (3) Which kind of people and/or information
sources they consult to know more about investments? The data was coded after
semi-structured interviews and audio transcriptions. Categories emerged from the data
and relationships emerged between the categories. This process was facilitated using
NVivo software.

Findings. The most common investment types of our participants are savings accounts
and fixed income investments (for example, treasury bonds known as CDB and DI).
Ten participants considered themselves “conservative” investors, and not having
enough knowledge of investing. Two participants, the ones who considered themselves
as “moderate” investors, have used professional financial advisers in the past and had
already taken elementary financial education. Two participants had lost money in the
stock market previously and admitted they did not have enough knowledge and con-
fidence to do this kind of investment. Most of our participants seem to overweight risk
over returns. The ones who invested in fixed income investments followed advice from
their bank managers or family and friends. Some of the challenges our participants
faced when deciding to invest are described below with quotes from our participants:
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Lack of Knowledge – Financial education is not a priority for our participants. Also,
families do not pass information of how to invest to other family members, since
money a private issue of which people do not talk about frequently. Bank managers are
the main source of information but they are regarded by our participants as vendors.
Participants sometimes rely on their advices in case of fixed income investment, or
leave their money in less profitable and popular investments such as savings accounts.
Bank managers also use terms and jargons which some of our participants are not
familiar with (“risk protection”, “liabilities”, “liquidity”). In our participants’ opinions,
bank managers usually have a restrict portfolio of investments to offer and there is no
“transparency in relation to taxes and return” (P4). They also mention that good bank
managers do not show only the good investment options but also talk about the ones
which are less profitable.

Lack of Time and Interest – Our participants do not feel attracted by financial
information, most of them find boring to look for information in this area or to read it.
Moreover, most of them think investing will be time consuming – “I have friends who
are slaves of their investments” (P6). Occasionally, participants prefer to follow an
advice of which they are not aware of all the constraints due lack of time to monitor
investments, interest, and/or motivation. Financial information sounds complicated and
difficult to them “It is very difficult to know how do I make money investing.” (P3).

Emergency Funds and Liquidity – All the participants mentioned the necessity to
have an emergency fund in case they need of cash. Single participants usually save
money for travelling and leisure. Married participants with children usually save money
for a future home purchase, eventualities, and family holidays.

Communication Channels – Bank managers usually contact our participants by
phone, often in commercial hours. This is considered disrupting and annoying by our
participants since talking about an investment portfolio is a private matter not to be
discussed at work and also because they are not available to talk at the moment of the
call. They prefer to receive e-mails than calls from the banks.

The most common information source participants consult before making an
investment are family and friends with experience in investing. Trust was a big issue
for our participants, and the lack of trust on bank managers sometimes results on
choosing not so profitable investment choices. Four participants also rely on news and
financial websites to validate options suggested by bank managers or family and
friends. Even though, those four participants focus their reading on investments they
were not confident to better compare with the other investments.

5 Designing the Service Concept

Having determined the key financial needs, issues, and worries of people in the target
segment and understood deeper the rich mental and behavior processes involved in
financial decision making, we proceed with a design phase whose aim was to determine
the best approaches to serve the needs of this population. It is important to notice that
we are not simply interested in designing a computer system which could support
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investors. Our approach was to look to the problem holistically and target the designing
of a service to be provided by a financial institutional or similar, including how it
would be created and maintained, its business model, the flow of information, and its
support systems.

In other words, it was a problem of service design, albeit with a strong IT com-
ponent. After looking into different methodologies used in service design as described
[9–12], we decided to use the notion of service concept as the central structuring
element of this design phase. Edvardsson describes the service concept as “a detailed
description of the customer needs to be satisfied, how they are to be satisfied, what is to
be done for the customer, and how this is to be achieved.” [13].

Based on this framework we researched and explored different innovative ideas and
models which were being proposed in the finance landscape around 2015, as well as
performed some ideation sessions, aiming to collect different service concepts (exist-
ing, planned, or futuristic) which could be a solution to our design goal. The result was
a list of 10 service concepts which included services based on cognitive advising
systems, social wisdom platforms, finance learning systems, etc. As a way to visualize
and better compare the service concepts, we mapped them according to the source of
the financial knowledge employed by the system, which could be the user, experts,
wisdom-of-the-crowd, or from a machine. Figure 2 shows this mapping and the relative
position of the 10 service concepts.

To compare and select the most promising candidates for the next phase of the
design process, we analyzed each service concept according to four dimensions: quality
of user experience, matching to economic and finance user behavior models, level of
maturity of the supporting technology required, and the number of players in the
competitive landscape. This analysis was performed by four different individuals in the
group who were experts in the corresponding area.

Fig. 2. The 10 service concepts mapped according to the source of finance knowledge used by
the system.
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To collect the analysis in a comparable format, we employed a technique we call
the Good/Bad/Ugly analysis1. For each service concept and dimension we listed its
positive aspects (The Good), negative aspects (The Bad), and possible road blocks (The
Ugly). Figure 3 shows the resulting table for a service concept where the user can
explore freely financial terms, concepts, and products. Using the Good/Bad/Ugly tables
created for each service concept, the four experts discussed and compared the different
concepts and selected three of them as the most promising:

• User Exploration: a finance information aggregation system where all kinds of
financial information (markets, social media, simulators) could be searched and
explored freely by the user.

• Expert Knowledge: a human advisers-based system where the user could watch
videos and read opinions from experts and celebrity investors, combined with some
level of automatic personality and profile matching.

• Cognitive Adviser: an intelligent system able to match investment needs to
products with support for user exploration through question-and-answer and pro-
vision of evidences and opinions to support financial decisions.

Having found three service concepts with enough potential and feasibility, it
became clear that to go further in the design process we would need to have user
feedback not on the service concepts but on actual realizations of them.

6 Second User Study: Exploring Service Concept Mockups

We then quickly proceeded to develop basic mockups of the service concepts, wireframe
prototypes with sample interactions for each of the three service concepts selected in the
previous design phase. Figure 4 shows sample screens from each of them.

Fig. 3. Table showing the result of the Good/Bad/Ugly analysis for the service concept User
Exploration.

1 Inspired by 1966 Sergio Leone’s classic western The Good, The Bad, and The Ugly.
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To perform a user evaluation of the three mockups, a qualitative, inductive and
interpretative approach was taken in which we employed the foundational theoretical
ideas about how people make investment decisions and access financial information
sources emerged from preliminary user studies and the previous design research
activities. In other words, as well as delivering requirements for such a system, these
activities generated issues about the different design parameters – interaction mode and
flow, layout, navigation system, activity type, information design and many more – for
which recommendations were generated. The main goal of the second design study was
to gather user’s impressions of three different mockups and to identify which aspects
people expect from financial advisers supported by technology.

Participants. Fifteen participants aged from 26 to 40 years old participated in the
study. All the participants were Brazilians. Seven were men and eight were women,
and only one participant had children. All the participants have a university degree and
premium bank accounts in Brazil (clients with medium, high-income). Participants
were from diverse backgrounds and most of them had savings accounts. According to
them savings accounts have a high liquidity and for this reason was the preferred
investment choice. The majority preferred to use Internet and mobile banking and
rarely would go to a bank branch. The ones who preferred to go to the branch bank
would do so to withdraw money or to make financial transactions. Those considered
going to the bank safer than doing online transactions.

Methods. In the lab sessions participants interacted with the three mockups guided by
a scenario and answered questions with answers ranked by a Likert scale. The study
took approximately 45 min for each participant. The moderator made clear that
researchers were interested to know about the concepts and not keen on evaluating
graphic design features. First, participants answered demographic questions and
commented their previous investments experiences. Participants read aloud the sce-
nario and then started the interaction with the mockups:

Scenario: Consider you have an income of R$10.000,00 and you just received R
$25.000,00 as bonus. You want to buy a new house (or car) to replace your older one
in about 2 years. Your plan is not to use this money before 2 years. You need some help

Fig. 4. Sample screens of the mockups built for the three service concepts: user exploration
(left), expert knowledge (middle), and cognitive adviser (right).
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deciding which kind of investment is the best for you. Therefore, you are testing some
investment apps.

Each interactive mockup illustrated one service concept and it was used as a prop to
foster discussions with participants. In the first mockup users explored a tag cloud
containing investment names with links to financial websites. In the second, an intel-
ligent assistant based on the user’s profile provided best investment choices with levels
of confidence. The third was an interactive knowledge map which users could explore
by interacting with topics and listening to audio samples from a celebrity human
financial adviser. Participants were exposed to the three mockups counterbalanced.
Participants were asked to think aloud and report their choice of investment after
experiencing each mockup. For each mockup interaction, participants were asked to
describe how they thought that mockup works and their expectation for the service
offered by it. Additionally, they answered a Likert 5-point scale regarding 7 statements.
They also were encouraged to give their rational choices while filling out the Likert
scale. At the end of the study, participants were encouraged to compare the concepts
and report their preferences.

Data Analysis. A qualitative approach was undertaken to conduct the data analysis.
The data was analyzed with the aim to elucidate user preferences of design concepts
and key facts that might affect financial decisions. The Likert scale was analyzed and
served as a source to understand participants rational and concept choices. The data
was coded after the user sessions and audio transcriptions. Categories emerged from the
data and relationships emerged between the categories. This process was facilitated
using NVivo software.

Findings. The main categories affecting financial decisions were: family opinions, lack
of trust in bank managers and government, debts, and having or not children. Three of
our participants were planning to have children, therefore their opinions tended to be
more conservative. Other factors also affected how people share their service concept
preferences: lack of experience with investments, previous experiences with invest-
ments, knowing the source of information, and expectation to validate information
offered by our service concepts. Regarding each mockup, the following summarizes the
findings:

User Exploration – Participants with more motivation and experience with previous
investments preferred this option. Others with low knowledge of investments evaluated
this option overwhelming, due to information overload, and likely time consumed.
Participants also found this option an incentive to learn about investments while
accessing the financial webpages links. This option also inspired credibility because of
the variety of information sources.

Expert Knowledge – People not keen on investments do not like to spend time reading
and investigating about investments. In our participant words “It’s straightforward,
does not make me go around and search like the other one (UE)”. Also, most of the
participants considered this option narrow and biased in one expert opinion. All the
participants said that they would validate investment options suggested in this concept
with friends and family. The ones who know the expert valued this option with higher
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degree. It was also evident the importance of having up-to-date information in this
option more than on the others.

Cognitive Adviser – Participants with no previous experience with investments,
except savings accounts, preferred this option. It was considered more straightforward
than other options. They appreciated building their profile in collaboration with the
system by choosing pictures which would match their profiles. For some participants, it
is not transparent knowing the reasons why they are categorized by the banks as
conservative, moderate, or aggressive investors. Although, this option was the pre-
ferred of our target audience, it was also considered less trustful than other options
because it lacked data source transparency.

In our participant’s views, all the service concepts should have detailed information
of output values, including tax deductions. They also wanted more types of investments
to help comparison. Moreover, information sources should be up-to-date and this
should be more explicit in the service concept interfaces (e.g., showing the update
date). Information curation and ownership was also highlighted as paramount to have
knowledge of and as an issue to affect investment decisions. Overall, people with low
financial knowledge preferred the intelligent assistant concept while people with some
financial knowledge preferred exploring web sources. Most of our participants found
narrow and not appealing the expert knowledge option, they argued the need for more
than one adviser perspective. Most of participants preferred not having this kind of
service being directly offered by banks due to information bias. Based on the results of
this user study the project team decided that the most promising direction was the
Cognitive Adviser, augmented by some ideas from the other service concepts which
have received high praise from the participants of the study.

7 CognIA: A Cognitive Investment Adviser

Having converged the design process towards a conversational advising system, we
start exploring the advantages and challenges of the approach. A key concern of the
design team was how to build a system which inspired trust from its users. We had
identified in the user studies the propensity of participants to see the advice of their
bank managers and financial advisers as biased by a selling proposition. Concerned that
the same problem would affect the perception of the advice provided by a machine, and
inspired by some appearing automatic debating systems, we decided to take an
approach where the user would converse not with a single chatbot but with multiple
advisers, each advocating for a particular financial product, in a dialogue moderated by
a trusted, non-partisan financial adviser.

Following this concept, we developed CognIA which is a multi-bot conversational
system which helps people to make better investment decisions. In the current version
three bots participate in the same dialogue with the user. Cognia is also the name of the
agent which moderates the conversation; SavingsGuru is an agent which answers
questions about savings accounts; and CDBGuru is an agent which answers questions
related to CDB investments (a kind of treasury bond). A multi-bot platform, called
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Sabia, is used to define the entities, relationships, and behaviors needed for the creation
of coordinated chatbots which react or pro-actively act using natural dialogue.

The interaction starts with the Cognia agent which asks basic questions about the
user needs. Then the Cognia agent can invite one or more chatbots in the chat into the
conversation considering appropriate investments for the user. Cognia is able to
redirect the topics based on the user’s utterances and to enforce that the chatbots only
send allowed messages. The CognIA visual/interaction design process has been
informed by the design activities described in the last section. The questions embodied
in the system and their intents were gathered from the results of the Wizard of Oz study
described in the next section. The answers were composed based on financial websites
and financial experts’ posts. Then a concept video was produced to guide the design
and deployment of CognIA.

8 Third User Study: Discovering Conversation Patterns

This experiment was designed to examine user dialogues mediated by a cognitive
investment advisor using the Wizard of Oz technique [14, 15]. Participants believed
they were interacting with a functional system. Fifteen user sessions were conducted in
October 2015. Participants were invited to test a “the first version” of an intelligent
financial adviser dialogue that could answer questions related to two kinds of invest-
ments: Savings accounts and a fixed-income investment called CDB (Bank Deposit
Certificate). Participants followed a Wizard of OZ protocol. The user tests were remote
and took approximately 30–40 min. The main data gathered were notes, audio and
video recordings (screen captures). Participants were young adults (26 to 43 years old),
highly educated and high-income bracket. All the participants described themselves as
not interested or not keen on finances, particularly investments. All the participants
answered positively to the consent form document, allowing us to use the data
gathered.

Procedure. Participants were recruited by a snowball sampling [16] and invited to be
part of the remote study. The sessions started with demographic questions and ques-
tions of their financial investment experiences. Following that, they shared their screen
with the researcher and started interacting with the chat mock up, the supposed
Intelligent Financial adviser. A human operator, that was not the same as the researcher
facilitating the user session, answered their questions using a protocol. The human
operator used a small table of content to answer the questions. The table was composed
of 36 small paragraphs extracted from popular financial websites. The content relied on
investment definitions, pros (return) and cons (risk) of two types of investments. Every
table cell had a label (e.g. interest, safety, minimum value) to help the operator find the
questions quickly during the sessions. The human operator could use sample answers
in case she did not have an answer (1.I don’t know; 2. Ask again please; 3. I don’t have
enough information). In the end of the session, the facilitator asked the participants to
give their impressions about the system and disclosure the identity of the intelligent
system.
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Data Gathering and Analysis. Lightweight and heavyweight analyses were the
approaches to analyze the data [17]. The lightweight analysis consisted in an affinity
cluster extracted from notes and offered guidelines for the main categories to look for in
the audio transcriptions. In the heavyweight analysis, the Nivivo software was used to
analyze the data. Notes, Chat transcriptions and videos were analyzed. Categories from
the affinity cluster phase were used as a base to analyze Chat transcriptions and video
transcriptions. Videos were mainly a source for understanding why people wrote some
questions for the Financial advisor. For example, sometimes people repeated a ques-
tion, or rephrase a question before write the question and not always they typed what
they wanted to know. Some reactions and contextual information were only possible to
gather from watching some sessions again.

Findings. The main results were a categorization of questions, a set of questions of
each investment (Savings and CDBs) and 18 design recommendations. Overall, 125
questions were gathered: 86 questions about CDB investments and 39 questions about
Savings. The main categories of information for both investments were: definitions;
advantages and disadvantages to invest; simulation of values and profitability; liq-
uidity, fees; and risk (Table 1). Questions were asked in an informal language,
although participants usually reframed their question thinking aloud before writing.
Some participants were not sure if the system would understand them, for example:
punctuation marks. Others expected the system would know Acronyms and main
jargon from investments. In occasions, they received a negative answer from the
system they were usually upset but forgiving. They also repeated variations of the same
question when they did not get a satisfactory answer from the system (human operator).
Additionally, results provided insights and recommendations for designing our pro-
totypes of chat-based cognitive investment advisors. It also provided the first corpus for
CognIA.

9 Visual Design and Graphical User Interface

The graphical interface design paradigm was created based on the familiarity of our
participants with conversational apps such as WhatsApp and Skype and behavioral
theories. The visual identity was designed to reach the audience of our project. A mood
board, a semantic panel with graphical elements (colors, typefaces, shapes) with per-
ceptual aspects gathered from the user studies, were created to guide the visual design.
Graphical elements were added to the chat interface to create the sense of multiparty
dialogue, such as: icons of the agents, location of icons on the screen, distinct colors for

Table 1. Examples of categories and questions extracted from the study

Categories Sample question

Definition What are the types of CDB? Quais são as modalidades de
investimento CDB?

Advantages and
disadvantages

What are the advantages to
invest on CDB?

Quais são os pontos contra para
investir em cdb?
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each agent. Visual comparison and calculation features were considered essential
features by design activities participants and were added to the system. Several
interaction modes were included into GUI inspired by behavioral theories.

Mood boards are collections of images to represent concepts, sensations in
response to a product or service. It is an instrument for designers to communicate with
each other and with the clients and the project team [18, 19]. Designers working as part
of the project team chose five words to serve as the base for the visual language of
CognIA: finance; trust; motivation; technology and intelligence. Those words were
inspired by user study findings. Those words referred to characteristics people value
when making decisions about investments and characteristics the project team wanted
to transmit with CognIA. Based on those words, designers searched for images using
search websites (Google images, Instagram, Pinterest). The images were selected and
grouped by the chosen words, Afterwards, common colors to compose the color
scheme of CognIA were extracted from each group of images (see Fig. 5).

Based on the observation of shapes and colors found in the mood board, designers
created a semantic panel with three principal columns: concept, perceptual aspects and
results (see Fig. 6). The concept column included rows for finance, intelligence,
motivation, trust, and technology (Fig. 6 shows only the finance row). The perceptual

Fig. 5. Mood board – pictures related with concept areas (Color figure online)

Fig. 6. Part of semantic panel shows the Finance row (Color figure online)
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aspects column contains terms which describe the characteristics which can be
observed in the mood board, economy, investment, rational, graphics, etc. The results
column was divided into three visual elements subgroups: typography, shape, and
color. The typography column contains choices of the best typefaces for the project.

The shape column shows choices of shapes which fit to the concept. The color
column shows colors options related to the concept which fit the guidelines of the
sponsoring organization. The semantic panel was used as a resource for designers to
create the visual identity and graphical user interface of CognIA.

Designers then explored several versions for the graphical user interface applying
colors, shapes, and typefaces available in the semantic panel described above (see
Fig. 6). One version was chosen in a shade of green, since this version was visually
distinct from current financial apps in the marketplace (Fig. 7).

A user scenario was developed to illustrate the interaction flow of the system. This
scenario was used to create the basic interaction flow of the systems and the expected
behaviors of each chatbot. Since the project team is multidisciplinary, composed of
computer scientists, designers and engineers we used a video demo as tool to guide the
team through the development process of CognIA. The team would have an example of
how the envisioned concept should work and based on it the functions illustrated in the
video were developed. The video case scenario was inspired by previous design
activities to understand investment decisions with real users. It was made by the
designer members of the team. The video length was about three minutes and showed
how the multiparty cognitive dialogue helped a user to make an investment decision.

The first part of the video consisted in a short introduction with an initial phrase
“Cognia has detected that you have considerable money in your bank account” to

Fig. 7. Cognia’s conversational user interface (Color figure online)
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introduce the case scenario. Next, a user receives a push notification from the system
with a message “Your account in Banco Blue has R$ 16.000 that is not receiving any
interest. Would you like to invest some of this money?” This message acts like a trigger
for opening the application. After that, Cognia, the moderator agent, displays three
options with different values to be invested. The user selects one of those options and
Cognia replies: “There may be a penalty for early withdrawal for your investment.
How long do you plan to leave the money in this investment?”and shows three options
of investment horizon. The user chooses one and Cognia invites two more expert
agents to participate in the dialogue, one is SavingsGuru and the other is CDBGuru.
CDBGuru provides a simulation of the value selected by the user and after Sav-
ingsGuru does the same. The user asks a question a clarifying question, “What is
CDB?” and CDBGuru answers it. Cognia then compares the answers from the product
gurus showing the user which investment is more profitable. CDBGuru and Sav-
ingsGuru show then some web articles with links which can be useful for the user. An
interactive visualization comparing values is also shown for the user in the video.
Cognia then asks for a decision and the user chooses the CDB option. Cognia redirect
the user to a fictitious Bank Blue page where he can complete the transaction.

10 Fourth User Study: Evaluating the CognIA Prototype

As part of the design and development process we performed an evaluation study to
understand the desirability and issues of the prototype of our multi-bot chat advising
system, CognIA.

Participants. Ten Brazilian participants were recruited by a snow-ball sample. The
background of our participants was varied (Linguistic, Design, Computer science,
Anthropology, Computer science, Tourism, and Engineering). All the participants
worked in the same technology company. Five participants were female and five were
male, with an average age of 35 years. All of them had previous experiences with
savings account and four of them with other types of investments (including CDB). It
was the first-time participants have contact with a multiparty dialogue system. All the
participants we recruited were familiar with chatrooms.

Method. In the first part of the study, participants were asked to watch a video demo
and make any comments they judged necessary (see Figs. 8, 9, and 10). The instructor
asked them first to select 10 adjectives of 118 product reaction cards adjectives [20]
written in individual paper cards and to think aloud while making their choices [21,
22]. Afterwards, participants were asked to choose 5 adjectives among the 10 adjec-
tives previously chosen and to give reasons for the choice to the instructor. Participants
were also requested to add any words they did not find in the stack of 118 cards and to
explain why. Following the reaction cards activity, participants were asked to watch
again a specific fraction of the video in which CognIA invites other agents to participate
in the conversation. Then, the instructor questioned the participant: “Who are the
participants of this conversation? What is your impression of this concept?”
Participants then shared their thoughts of multiparty dialogues with the instructor.
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At the end of the session participants answered a semi-structured interview with
demographic questions and their previous experience with investments. A consent form
was filled out by participants before the study. The experiment was conducted in a lab
and in some cases remotely via video conference. For the remote participants, the paper
cards were substituted by a table with the adjectives. Remote participants were asked to
highlight 10 words in red and the 5 words in bold. The length of the session was on
average 15–25 min. All the sessions were audio- and video-recorded. The observation
data was analyzed with the support of the notes which researchers took during the
sessions. The use of a notepad was vital to gather information in case any problems
might happen with the video recording. Participants were rewarded with a small gift.

Data Analysis. The data was analyzed using descriptive statistical methods and
qualitative methods. Basic statistical analysis was carried out to analyze the data from
the questionnaires: demographic data, semantic scales, and design preferences. Tables
and cross tabulation were applied to compare the results among participants and the use
of the system. The restricted number of participants in the study was not enough to
ensure the validity of the statistical analysis. Research questions were kept in mind
while the data was classified and codified. Relevant issues were classified into sets of
codes. The principal set of issues emerged from the data were: reactions of multi-agent
concept and reactions to interface and information design (positive and negative
adjectives). The transcriptions of the videos, observation analysis and coding were
assisted by a qualitative software.

Findings. Participants chose 35 words from 118 reaction cards. Thirty-two words
selected were positive and three negative (Fig. 11). The positive words more frequently
chosen by participants were: Easy to use, Sophisticated, Friendly, Straightforward,
Helpful, and Connected. The three negative words chosen by participants were: Scary,
Insecure, and Intimidating.

The interface was considered familiar and easy to use, and participants identified
similar tools they already use similar to CognIA concept. The dialogue styles were
recognized as useful since participants perceive this mode as allowing them to type and
ask what they desire. Overall, participants found useful the separation of investments in
agents. Some of them considered this approach useful for information design since

Fig. 8. Participant watches the video. Fig. 9. Participant
choosing cards.

Fig. 10. Cards used in
the study.
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each agent has a different color which helps in organizing and distinguishing infor-
mation in the chatroom screen. Others did not notice the agents’ separation. “Funny, I
found interesting this approach, but for me I was talking to CognIA all the time. It was
what I felt. Even though we had characters (CDB and Savings) for me the interface is
the app, the system.” Some participants emphasized the importance of the quality of the
information and not the way it was delivered (single bots or multi-bots).

Additionally, participants highlighted that having different agents for different
investments helped them to compare investments and decide which investment would
be more suitable for them. A better job could have been done to distinguish the
differences between agents in the system. Even though they liked the separation it was
not possible to be sure they understood the system was multi-agent. It was also clear the
option of having multi-agents in the system did not affect negatively the participants’
perceptions. For more details of this study please see [23].

11 Conclusion and Further Research

We described in this paper a design process of a financial adviser system which led to
the development of a prototype of a multi-bot conversational system. The design
process went through multiple steps and used four different user studies to guide key
design choices and to validate the multi-bot approach. Multiple design and user study
methodologies were combined to address the complexity of the challenge and needs of
the multi-disciplinary design team. The resulting prototype of the CognIA system was
highly evaluated by potential users. At the moment of the writing of this paper the
prototype is being refined and improved to be deployed in a financial information
website in Brazil.

In today’s point-and-click interfaces, it is very hard to two or more people to
explore together the options in an investment website and even harder in a smartphone
app. In most cases, mouse control is appropriated by one of the users, creating a natural
dominance which is not inductive to collective decision-making. This can be addressed
in our proposed system, a multiparty chat where investment chatbots and humans can

Fig. 11. Tag cloud results
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talk to each other in the same dialogue. In the next version of the system, it will be
possible to bring to the conversation their spouses, family, or other people they trust
such as a human investment adviser. Similarly, multiparty chats naturally allow
competitive behavior and its effective management. In the investment scenario, the
users could bring banks with competitive products to a single conversation, allowing
easier comparison and even auction-like competition between the bots.

Challenges to design multi-bot systems are to understand and implement humans’
protocols, managing and monitoring turn-taking in a dialogue [24], track of threads and
topic changes, and to design to support multiple roles (for example bank managers,
family) [25]. Those are key technical challenges to be overcome to effectively deploy
multiparty conversational systems.
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